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Hanoi, October 27, 2022 

DECISION 

On defining functions, tasks, powers and organizational structure of the Department of 
Water Resources Management 

THE MINISTER OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT 

Pursuant to Decree No. 123/2016/ND-CP dated September 01, 2016 of the Government 
defining the functions, tasks, powers and organizational structure of ministries and 
ministerial-level agencies; Decree No. 101/2020/ND-CP dated August 28, 2020 of the 
Government amending and supplementing a number of articles of Decree No. 123/2016/ND-
CP dated September 01, 2016 defining the functions and tasks duties, powers and 
organizational structure of ministries and ministerial-level agencies; 

Pursuant to Decree No. 68/2022/ND-CP dated September 22, 2022 of the Government 
defining the functions, tasks, powers and organizational structure of the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environment; 

At the request by the Director of the Department of Water Resources Management and 
the Director of the Department of Organization and Personnel. 

HEREBY DECIDES: 

Article 1. Position and function 

1. The Department of Water Resources Management is an organization directly under 
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, which has the function of advising and 
assisting the Minister in performing the state management of water resources and river basins 
nationwide; organizing the implementation of public services on water resources according to 
provisions of the law. 

2. The Department of Water Resources Management has its own legal status, seal and 
accounts as prescribed by law, and is headquartered in Hanoi city. 

Article 2. Tasks and powers 

1. To submit to the Minister of Natural Resources and Environment: 

a) Strategies, mechanisms, policies and draft legal documents in the field of water 
resources under the management of the Ministry; 

b) National technical standards and regulations, technical provisions, economic -
technical norms, unit price of products in the field of water resources; economic contents 
regarding water resources according to regulations; 

c) Plannings, plans, programs, tasks, schemes, projects on water resources; plans on 
regulating, distributing water resources, restoring inter-provincial water sources which are 



polluted, degraded and exhausted; plans and measures to prevent, combat and restore 
polluted, degraded and depleted water sources, and respond to the impacts of climate change 
on water resources under the management of the Ministry; 

d) Plans on settlement of disputes and disagreements arising in the exploitation and use 
of water resources under the authority of the Minister; 

dd) Plans and measures to regulate and supervise the exploitation, use and protection of 
water resources, prevent, combat against and remedy consequences, harmful effects caused 
by water in river basins; 

e) Written approvals for the plans on exploitation, use and protection of water resources 
in the planning of regions, provinces and centrally-run cities; approvals for the contents 
related to water exploitation and use for the irrigation, hydropower, water supply planning 
and the plannings of technical and specialized nature, including the exploitation and use of 
water resources, prepared by the ministries, ministerial-level agencies and activities related to 
the exploitation, use and protection of water resources according to their authority; 

g) A list of inter-provincial river basins; a list of intra-provincial river basins, a list of 
inter-provincial and inter-national water sources; a list of lagoons, ponds, lakes and lagoons 
that are not leveled in two or more provinces or centrally-run cities; measures to protect and 
prevent erosion, slide in river beds, river banks, floodplains, water source protection corridors 	 \b 
for inter-provincial rivers; 	 Jr  

h) An announcement on the minimum flow, exploitation limit threshold of aquifers, 	 aI 
water reserve areas, areas restricted from exploitation of underground water; regulation on 
the inter-reservoir operation process in river basins. 

2. To organize the implementation of state management for water resources and river 
basin management throughout the country to ensure water source security. 

3. To organize the formulation and adjustment to the master plan on basic survey of 
water resources, master plan on water resources, general master plan on inter-provincial river 
basins and inter-provincial water sources; classify water sources and make a list of river 
basins and a list of water sources according to regulations; supervise the implementation for 
the master plan on water resources, the general master plan on the inter-provincial river 
basins. 

4. To organize the formulation and adjustment to the inter-reservoir operation process 
in river basins; guide, inspect and implement measures to maintain minimum flow in rivers, 
downstream of reservoirs, rolling weirs to determine minimum flow in rivers; guide the 
implementation for regulations on establishment and management of water source protection 
corridors, guide and inspect the implementation of minimum flow. 

5. To classify water sources according to the extent of pollution and depletion; make 
plans to prevent and combat pollution, degradation and depletion of water sources in inter-
provincial river basins and inter-provincial water sources; organize the implementation of 
measures to prevent and combat pollution, degradation and depletion of water sources, to 
restore and renovate polluted, degraded and exhausted water sources and rivers. 



6. To make plans on regulating and distributing water resources, restoring inter-
provincial water sources which are polluted, degraded and exhausted and organize the 
implementation after they are approved by competent authorities; guide and inspect the 
implementation of plans on regulating and distributing water resources. 

7. To guide and inspect the zoning of restricted areas, areas subject to registration for 
exploitation of underground water, the determination of limit thresholds for exploitation of 
aquifers, water reserve areas and areas for artificially replenishing underground water; 
opinions on the list and map of zoning areas where groundwater exploitation is restricted, 
plans on limiting underground water exploitation, areas for registration of underground water 
exploitation, areas that require to be artificially replenished with underground water, 
underground water exploitation thresholds; guide the determination and announce the 
sanitary protection zone of the area where daily-life water is taken in according to provisions 
of the law. 

8. To assume the prime responsibility for organizing statistics, inventory, assessment 
and forecasting of water resources; for developing, updating and managing the national 
information system and database on water resources; central monitoring system for 
exploitation and use of water resources; developing national water resources report, thematic 
report on water resources and statistical indicators of water resources in the statistical 
indicator system of natural resources and environment sector; providing information and data 
on water resources, the situation on exploitation and use of water resources; publicizing the 
situation of water scarcity, water shortage in river basins and the application of measures to 
save water, limit the exploitation and use of water in accordance with the law. 	 ,114(  

9. To submit to the Minister or to comply with the Minister's authorization the issuance, 
extension, adjustment, suspension, revocation and re-issuance of permits for exploration, 
exploitation and use of water resources, and for practicing underground water drilling; 
approve, adjust and notify the arrears and refund of money for granting the right to exploit 
water resources; approve the transfer of the right to exploit water resources in accordance 
with law; provide opinions on the zoning of areas where underground water exploitation is 
restricted in provinces and centrally-run cities. 

10. To organize the appraisal for reservoir construction projects in terms of satisfaction 
to the requirements of protection, exploitation, integrated and multi-purpose use of water 
resources, and conformity to the master plan on water resources; for plans on preventing, 
combating and restoring the polluted, degraded and depleted intra-provincial water sources 
made by the People's Committees of provinces and centrally-run cities; appraisal for river 
basin water diversion projects; provide comments on the master plan on water resources of 
the provinces and centrally-run cities. 

11. To guide, inspect and organize the implementation of legal documents, 
mechanisms, policies, strategies, plannings, plans, programs, schemes, projects, standards, 
regulations, economic - technical norms, unit prices of products in the field of water 
resources after being promulgated. 
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12. To guide the implementation of measures to effectively exploit, use and summarize 
water sources in river basins with respect to reservoirs and the protection of riverbeds and 
river banks, ensuring the circulation of flows; the compliance with standards and technical 
regulations on safety, prevention and control of landside and land subsidence in the 
exploration, exploitation and use of water resources; direct the implementation of measures to 
limit landside and land subsidence caused by exploration, exploitation and use of water 
resources in accordance with law. 

13. To guide and inspect the formulation and implementation of the plans on preventing 
and combating pollution, degradation and depletion of water sources and plans on responding 
to and remedying water pollution incidents of organizations and individuals according to 
regulations. 

14. To guide the implementation of regulations on monitoring and supervision for 
exploitation and use of water resources in river basins, examine the construction and 
operation of national and local natural resource surveying and monitoring systems; manage 
the basic investigation, surveying and monitoring of water resources and manage, operate the 
monitoring system for exploitation and use of water resources in accordance with law; 
confirm the connection of water resource monitoring. 

15: To propoSe guidelines and policies for cooperation on water resources with 
countries in the region sharing water sources with Vietnam; participate in the exchange of 
information related to inter-national water resources; participate in the negotiation, accession 
and implementation of international commitments, treaties and cooperation projects, 
international organizations and forums on water resources and river basins; organize the 
monitoring, supervision and summarize the situation on inter-country water sources, make 
recommendations to the Minister for settling related issues. 

16. To organize the implementation and guide the application of scientific and 
technological advances in water resources; develop, disseminate and propagate water-saving 
models, technologies and equipment; guide the implementation of regulations on incentives 
for economical and efficient use of water; organize the editing and release of publications on 
water resources; carry out scientific and technological tasks and titles after being approved. 

17. To organize the implementation, inspection and supervision of public services 
under its management; appraise and verify the outline; inspect, take over, confirm the project 
implementation results and archive results of water resources projects under the Ministry's 
management; summarize results of the basic survey and master plan on water resources under 
the management of the Ministry; summarize results of the basic survey, the situation of water 
exploitation and use made by the Ministries, branches and localities. 

18. To organize the survey, assessment, observation and monitoring for the happenings 
of flow, sedimentation, erosion and slide to river beds, banks and floodplains on inter-
provincial rivers; organize researches on determining the change of riverbeds, natural laws 
affecting the stability of riverbeds, banks and floodplains; study and recommend measures to 
protect and prevent the erosion and slide to river beds, banks and floodplains, and water 
source protection corridors for inter-provincial rivers. 
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18. To organize the survey, assessment, observation and monitoring for the happenings 
of flow, sedimentation, erosion and slide to river beds, banks and floodplains on inter-
provincial rivers; organize researches on determining the change of riverbeds, natural laws 
affecting the stability of riverbeds, banks and floodplains; study and recommend measures to 
protect and prevent the erosion and slide to river beds, banks and floodplains, and water 
source protection corridors for inter-provincial rivers. 

19. To monitor and supervise the discharge of water of reservoirs according to the 
process, the exploitation and use of water resources according to provisions of the permit; 
carry out the examination, inspection, settlement of claims and denunciations, handle 
violations of the law on water resources according to regulations and as assigned by the 
Minister. 

20. To provide professional guidance on water resources; propagate and answer the law 
on water resources; participate in professional re-training on water resources according to 
regulations and as assigned by the Minister. 

21. To perform the task of advising and assisting the standing agency of the National 
Water Resources Council and River Basin Committees as prescribed. 

22. To organize 	implementation of administrative reform, practice thrift, prevent 
and combat waste, at ei perform anti-corruption tasks under the management of the 
Department according to the programs and plans of the Ministry and as assigned by the 
Minister. 

23. To conduct financial, accounting and asset management of the Department; perform 
the responsibilities of the level II cost estimate unit towards the units directly under the 
Department according to provisions of the law. 

24. To manage the organization, payroll, employment positions; civil servants, public 
employees and employees of the Department as prescribed by law and as assigned by the 
Minister. 

25. To make statistics, irregular and irregular reports on the performance of assigned 
tasks. 

26. To perform other tasks assigned by the Minister. 

Article 3. Leaders of the Department of Water Resources Management 

1. The Department of Water Resources Management has a Director and no more than 
03 Deputy Directors. 

2. The Director of the Department takes responsibility to the Minister and to the law for 
all activities of the Department; to promulgate working regulations and operate the 
Department's activities; sign professional documents according to his/her assigned functions 
and tasks and other documents as decentralized and authorized by the Minister. 

3. The Deputy Directors of the Department assist the Director, take responsibility to the 
Director and the law for the assigned field of work. 

Article 4. Organizational structure 



1. Office. 

2. Planning - Finance Division. 

3. Red River - Thai Binh Basin Division. 

4. North Central River Basin Division. 

5. South Central River Basin Division. 

6. Southeast River Basin Division. 

7. The Mekong River Basin Division. 

8. Center for Water Resources Monitoring and River Basin Development Support. 

9. Center for Appraisal and Accreditation of Water Resources. 

10. Center for Information - Economics of water resources. 

Offices and organizations specified in Clauses 8 to 10 of this Article are level III cost 
estimate units with their own seals and may open accounts at the State Treasury and banks in 
accordance with law. 

The Director of the Department of Water Resources Management shall submit to the 
Minister regulations on the functions, tasks, powers and organizational structure of the non-
business units directly under the Department; promulgate a Decision defining the functions, 
duties, powers and organizational structure of its Office and divisions. 

Article 5. Validity and responsibility for implementation 

1. This Decision takes effect from November 01, 2022. 

2. This Decision replaces Decision No. 1536/QD-BTNMT dated June 26, 2017 of the 
Minister of Natural Resources and Environment, defining the functions, tasks, powers and 
organizational structure of the Department of Water Resources Management . 

3. The Chief of the Ministry Secretariat, the Director of the Department of Organization 
and Personnel, the Director of the Department of Water Resources Management and the 
Heads of agencies and units directly under the Ministry are responsible for the 
implementation of this DecisionJ. 

Ann.: 
- As in Clause 3, Article 5; 
- Minister, Deputy Ministers; 
- Government office; 
- Ministries: Home Affairs, Justice, Finance; 
- Party civil affairs committee of the Ministry; 
- Party Committee of the Ministry; 
- Grassroots Party Committee of MONRE in Ho Chi Minh City; 
- Trade Union of the Ministry, 
Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union of the Ministry, War 
Veterans' Association of the Ministry; 
- Archive in VT, TNN, TCCB, HD. 

THE MINISTER 
(Signed and sealed) 

Iran Hong Ha 
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LOl CHUNG CUA CONG CHIJNG VIEN 
NOTARY TESTIMONY 

Henn nay, ngay 24 thing 02 nam 2023 (Ngay hai mai to thing hai nam hai nghin khong tram hai mum ba) 
Tai try so Van phong Cong chting Truong Thi Nga - Dja chi: A4TT19, Khu do thi Van Quin - Yen Phitc, 
Phu&ng Phic La, Quin Ha Dong, Thanh ph6 Ha N6i, 
Today, February 24, 2023 at Truong Thi Nga Notary Office, A4TT19, Van Quan - Yen Phuc Urban Area, 
Phuc La Ward, Ha Dong District, Hanoi City. 
T8i, Cong chimg vien, trong pham vi trach nhiem cua minh theo quy djnh cua phap luht, 
I, the undersigned, by virtue of the powers vested in me by law. 

CHUNG NHAN:  
CERTIFY THAT:  

- Bin djch nay do Ong (ba): Nguyen Ngoc Anh, cong tic vien phien djch dm Van phong Cong cluing 
Tnrcmg Thi Nga, Thanh phO Ha N8i, da dich tir tieng Viet sang tieng Anh; 
- This is translation from Vietnamese to English by Mr. (Mrs.) Nguyen Ngoc Anh, who is translation 
collaborator of Truong Thi Nga Notary Office, Hanoi City. 

Chit Icy trong ban dich dung la chU Icy oh Ong (ba): Nguyen Ngoc Anh; 
Signature in the translation is the true and authentic signature of Mr. (Mrs.) Nguyen Ngoc Anh; 
Ni dung ban dich chinh xic, khong vi pham phap luh't, khong trai dao &it xa h(ii; 
The contents of the translation are correct and do not violate the law or social morality; 

- Van ban eking chirng nay dtrqc Ihp thanh 02 ban chinh, m6i.ban g6m 07 tir, 07 trang, km 01 ban tai Van, 
phOng Cong chfrng Tnrcmg Thi Nga, Thanh phO Ha N8i. 
- The translation is made into original(s), each original includes sheets, pages, one of which is retain 
in Truong Thi Nga Notary Office, Hanoi City. 

SO ding cluing: 	, Quyen s6 01/2023 TP/CC-SCC/BD 
Notarized No.: 607 , Book No.01/2023 TP/CC-SCC/BD 

NGUtiI DJCH 
TRANSLATION COLLABORATOR 

Nguy'Zn Ngoc Anh 

CONG CHUNG VIEN 

Vu Thi Thay Trang 



BO TAI NGUYEN VA MOI TRUIJNG LONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHiA VT;ET NAM 
Doc 14p - Tie do - Hph phut 

Ha NOi, ngay 27 thong 10 nom 2022 

So: 2866 /QD-BTNMT 

QUYET DINH 
Quy dinh there nang, nhiem vu, quyen 11#11 va ccr cAu 

to chirc ctia Cyc Quan 1y tai nguyen ntrerc 

BO TRUONG BO TAI NGUYEN VA MOI TRU'ONG 

Can cir Nghi dinh se; 123/2016/ND-CP ngay 01 thong 9 nom 2016 cfia 
Chinh phfi quy dinh chic nan$, nhiem vy, qui4n han va ca ceiu to chic cfia 100, ca 
quan ngang bO; Nghi dinh so 101/2020/ND-CP ngay 28 thong 8 nom 2020 cfia 
Chinh phit seta ddi, bd sung mot so dieu cfia Nghi dfnh so 123/2016/ND-CP ngay 
01 thOng 9 nom 2016 quy dinh chfic Wang, nhiem vy, quyen han viz ca cou to chic 
ctia bO, ca quan ngang bO,. 

Can at Nghi dinh so 68/2022/ND-CP ngay 22 thong 9 nom 2022 cfia 
Chinh phzi quy dinh chirc ming, nhiem vy, quyen han va ca cdu to chic cfia BO 
Tai nguyen va Moi truong; 

To 
nghi cfia Cuc trztong Cuc Quan 1y tai nguyen nuac va Vu truang 

Vu TO cluic can bO. 

QUYET DINH: 

Dieu 1. Vi tri va chin nAng 

1. Cuc Quan ly tai nguyen nuot la to chirc true thuec BO Tai nguyen va 
Mei tru6ng, c6 chirc rang tham mum gill') BO truang that hien quart ly nha nuov 
ve tai nguyen nuac, luu vac song teen pham vi ca ntroc; to chirc thuc hien cac 
dich vu tong ve tai nguyen nuac theo quy dinh ctia phap luat. 

2. Cpc Quan lY tai nguyen nuac c6 to each phap nhan, c6 con dAu va tai 
khoan rieng theo quy dinh cfla phap lu;at, c6 trp sof tai thanh ph6 Ha Nei. 

Dieu 2. Nhiem vu va quyen h#n 

1. Trinh BO truong BO Tai nguyen va Mei tru6ng: 
a) Chien huge, ca che, chinh sach va du thao cac van ban quy pham phap 

lu:at trong rinh vac tai nguyen "mot thuec pham vi quan ly dm BO; 
b) Tieu chuAn, quy chuAn ky thu4t quit gia, quy dinh ky thu4t, dinh mire 

kinh te:  ky thu4t, don gia san phArn trong finh vac tai nguyen nuot; nhang nOi 
dung ve kinh to tai nguyen nuac theo quy dinh; 

c) Quy hoach, ke hoach, chucmg trinh, nhiem vu, de an, du an ve tai 
nguyen nuac; ke hoach dieu hea, phap phi tai nguyen mac, phut h6i cac 

7( 
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ngu6n mac lien tinh sbi nhigm, suy thoai, can kiet; cac ke' hoach, bien phap 
phong, ch6ng, phpc hoi nguon nuac bi o nhiem, suy thodi, can kiet, img pho tac 
Ong dm bien doi khi hau den tai nguyen nuac thuc pham vi quan 13% ciia B6; 

d) Phucmg an giai quy& tranh chap, bat Ong phat sinh trong viec khai thac, 
sir clung tai nguyen nuac thuc tham quyen cita B6 truang; 

d) Phtrang an, lien phap dieu ph6i, giam sat hoat d6ng khai thac, sir ching, 
bao ve tai nguyen mac, phOng, chOng va khac phuc hau qua tac hai do mac gay 
ra tren cac ltm we song; 

e) Van ban chap thuan ve phtrang an khai thac, sir dung, bao ve tai 
nguyen nuac trong quy hoach \rang, tinh thanh pho true thuc trung trong; chap 
thuan ve not dung lien quan den khai thac, sir dung nuac del vai quy 
hoach thtly lai, thug dien, cap nuac va cac quy hoach co tinh chat ky thuat, 
chuyen nganh c6 hoat Ong khai thac, sir dung tai nguyen nuac do cac b6, co.  
quan ngang b0 lap va cac hoat d'6ng c6 lien quan den khai thac, sir dung, bao 
ve tai nguyen nuac theo tham quyen; 

g) Danh muc Itru vuc song lien tinh; danh muc Jim vuc song not tinh, 
danh muc nguon nuac lien tinh, lien quoc gia; danh muc cac dam, ao, ho, pha 
khong ducfc san lap ten dia ban hai tinh, thanh pho truc thu6c Trung irong tra 
len; cac bien phap bao ve, phong chong sat, la long, b&, bai song, hanh Lang bao 
ve ngu6n nuac d6i vai song lien tinh; 

h) Cong b6 (long chay toi thieu, ngtiang giai han khai thac cua cac tang 
chira twat, cac khu vuc du tit nuac, cac khu vuc han the khai thac nuac duOi 
dat; dieu chinh quy trinh van hanh lien ho chua tren cac km vuc song. 

2. T6 chirc ditty hien quan 13% nha nuac ve tai nguyen nuac, quan 13% km vuc 
song trong pham vi ca nuac de bao dam an ninh nguon nuac. 

3. T6 chirc thuc hien viec lap, dieu chinh quy hoach tong th6 dieu tra co 
ban tai nguyen mac, quy hoach tai nguyen nuac, quy hoach tong hop Jim vuc 
song lien tinh, nguon nuac lien tinh; phan loai cac nguon mac va lap danh muc 
hru vuc song, danh muc ngu6n nuac theo quy dinh; giam sat viec trien khai thuc 
hien cac quy hoach tai nguyen nuac, quy hoach tong hop km vuc song lien tinh. 

4. Ti chirc xay dung, dieu chinh quy trinh van hanh lien h6 chira tren cac 
km vuc song; huang dan, kiem tra va thuc hien cac bien phap duy tri dong chay 
toi thieu ten song, ha luu cac ho chira, dap clang xac dinh (Jong chay toi thieu 
trong song; huang clan viec thut hien cac quy dinh ve lap, quan,13% hanh lang bao 
ve nguon nuac, huang dan, kiem tra viec thuc hien d6ng chay toi thieu. 

5. Phan loai ngu6n nuac theo mire dO,  0 nhigm, can kiet; lap ke hoach 
phong, chong nhiem, suy thoai, can kiet nguon nuac ten cac hru vuc song lien 
tinh, ngu6n nuac lien tinh; to chirc tri6n khai cac bien phap phong, ch6ng 
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nhigm, suy thodi, can kiet nguOn mac, phttc hOi, cai tao cac nguOn mac, (long 
song bi o nhigm, suy thoai, can kiet. 

6. Llap ke hoach dieu boa, phan ph6i tai nguyen rusk, phtic hOi cac nguOn 
nuac lien tinh bi 0 nhiem, suy thodi, can kiet va to chirc thtrc hien sau khi dtrgc 
cAp có thAm quyen phe duyet; huang dan, kiem tra viec thvc hien ke hoach dieu 
hoa, phan phoi tai nguyen nuac. 

7. Huang dan, kiem tra viec thvc hien khoanh dinh yang han che, khu vtrc 
phai dang 14, khai that nuac dual dat, xac dinh nguong glad han khai that cua 
cac tans chira,ntrac, cac khu vtrc du 	nuac, khu vtrc bo sung nhan tao nuac
duai dat; kin ye danh mtic va ban do phan 	han che khai thk nuac duai 
dat, phucrng an han che khai thk nuac clued dat, khu vtrc clang 14,  khai that mac 
dual dat, vimg can bo sung nhan tao nuac duai dat, ngtrerng khai that nuac duai 
dat; huang dan xac dinh, c6ng bO vimg bao h0 ve sinh khu vtrc lay nuac sinh 
hoat theo quy dinh cua phap 

8. Chit tri to chirc th6ng ke, kiem ke, danh gia, du bao tai nguyen nuac; xay 
dtmg, cap nhat va quanb% he thong thong tin, Ca sa du lieu quoc gia ve tai nguyen 
nuac; he thong giam sat khai that, sir dung tai nguyen nuac a trung uang; xay 
dtmg bao cao tai nguyen nuac quoc gia, bao cao chuyen de ve tai nguyen nuac va 
cac chi tieu thong ke tai nguyen nuac thuOc he thong chi tieu thong ke nganh tai 
nguyen va m6i trtrang; cung cap thong tin, dr lieu ve tai nguyen mac, tinh hinh 
khai that, sir dung tai nguyen nuac; cong bO tinh trang khan hiem mac, thieu nuac 
tren cac ltru vtrc song va viec dp dung cac bien phap tiet kiem mac, hart che khai 
that, sir citing mac theo quy dinh cua phap 

9. Trinh BO tnrang ho'k thtrc hien theo ity quyen cita BO truang viec cAp, gia 
han, dieu chinh, dinh chi, thu hoi, cap lai giay phep tharn de, khai that, sir dung tai 
nguyen nuac, hanh nghe khoan nuac duai dat; phe duyet, dieu chinh, thong bao 
viec truy thu, hoin tra tien cap quyen khai that tai nguyen nuac; chap thuiiin viec 
chuyen nhugng quyen khai thk tai nguyen nuac theo quy dinh cua phaplu4t; cc') yt 
kien doi vai viec khoanh dinh vitng han che khai that nuac dual dat cua cac tinh, 
thanh pho bye thuOc trung trong. 

.10. TO chirc thAm dinh cac dir an xay dtmg hO chira viec dap img cac 
yeu cau bao ye, khai that, sir dttng tong h9p, da muc tieu tai nguyen nuac va sir 
phit.h9p 	quy hoach tai nguyen nuac; ke hoach phong, thong va phvc hoi cac 
nguon nuac nOi tinh bi 0 nhiem, suy thoai, can kiet do Uy ban nhan dan tinh, 
thanh pho trtrc thuOc Trung uang 	tham dinh du an chuyen nuac luu vtrc 
song; gop y doi vai quy hoach tai nguyen nuac cua tinh, thanh ph6 trtrc thtiOc 
Trung 

11. Huang clan, kiem tra va t6 chac thtrc hien cac van ban quy pliant phap 

1an, 
4t, ca che, chinh sach,,chien lugc, quy hoach, ke hoach, chum-1g trinh, de an, dux

tieu chuAn, quy chuan, dinh mut kinh to - IcS7 thuat, don gia san phAm trong 
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filth vtrc tai nguyen nuac sau khi dugc ban hanh. 

12. Huang an thtrc hisn cac bien phap khai,  thac, sir dtmg, tong hop hieu 
qua nguon nuac teen cac kmvvc song doi veri cac ho chira va viec bao NT6' long, boy 
bai song, bao dam sir luu thong cua thing chay; viec tuan thu tieu chuan, quy chuan 
lcy thu4t an town, phong, chong sut, lim dat trong them d6, khai thac sir dung tai 
nguyen mac; chi dao vic to chirc thtrc hie;ri cac bien phap hen the skit, lun dat do 
tham d6, khai thac sir dung tai nguyen nuac theo quy dinh cue phap lua;t. 

, 13. Huang dAn, ki6m tra 	xay,  dung va thkrc 	phuang an phong, 
chong 8 nhiem, suy thoai, can kit nguon nuac va phucmg an img pho, khac 
phvc str c8 8 nhigm nguon nuac dm to chirc, ca nhan theo quy dinh. 

14. Huang clan viec thtrc hien cac quy dinh v" quan trac, giam sat cac hoat 
Ong khai thac, sir dung tai nguyen nuac teen cac luu vvc song, kiem tra vie;c 
xay Ong, van hanh he th6ng quan trac, giam sat tai nguyen nuac quoc gia, dia 
phtrcmg; quan ly hoat dOng dieu tra co. ban, quan trac, giam sat tai nguyen nuac 
va quan ly, van hanh he thong giam sat khai thac, sir dung tai nguyen nuac theo 
quy dinh cue phap lu.5t; xac nhan ket not quan trac tai nguyen mac. 

, 15. D6' xuat cac 	trucmg, chinh sach hop tac tai nguyen nuac voi cac 
quoc gia trong khu vtrc có chung nguon mac vai Viet Nam; tham gia thtrc hien 
viec trao doi thong tin lien quan den nguon nuac ,lien quoc gia; tham gia dam 
phan, gia nhap, thtrc hi'n cam ket, dieu kroc quoc to va cac dtr an hop tac, cac t8 
chirc, dien dan quoc to ve tai nguyen mac, luu \Tye song; to chirc theo doi, giam 
sat, tong hgp tinh hinh ve cac nguon nuac lien quoc gia, de xuat BO twang xir ly cac van de có lien quan. 

16. T8 chirc thvc hien va huang d'An img citing tin bO khoa h9c, ding 
nghe v6' tai nguyen nuac; xay dung, pho bien, tuyen truyen mo hinh, citing ngl*, 
thiet bi tiet kiem nuac; huong dan viec thtrc hien cac quy dinh ve tru dai doi vai 
cac hoat Ong sir dung nuac tiet kiem, hiu qua; t6 chirc bien tap, xuat ban cac 
an pham ve tai nguyen nuac; thtrc hi:en cac 	

, 
vv, 	tai khoa h9c va cong 

ngh" sau khi dirge phe duyt. 

17. TO chirc thtrc hien, ki6'm tra, giam sat dich vu cong thuOc pham vi 
quan 13%; tham dinh, tham tra,de ctrang; kiem tra, 	thu, xac nh4n ket qua thuc 	du an va luutit ho sa,ket qua du an trong firth vtrc tai nguyen nuac 
thuOc pham vi quan cua BO; tong hop ket qua dieu tra co. ban, quy hoach tai 
nguyen nuac thuOc pham vi quan ly dm BO; tong hop ket qua dieu tra co. ban, 
tinh hinh khai thac sir clung nuac do cac Bo, nganh va dia phucmg thvc 

, 18. TO chirc dieu tra, danh gia, quan trac, giam sat din bien Bong chay, 
boi lang, sat, la long, ba, bai song tren cac song lien tinh; to chk nghien elm 
xac dinh stx bien doi long dan, cac quy lu:at tv nhien tac Ong an sv on dinh cita 
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long, bac bai song; nghien elm de xuAt cac bi n phap bao ve, phong ch6ng sat, la 
long, ba, LIM song, hanh lang bao ve nguon ntrac doi vai song lien tinh. 

19. Theo d'Oi, giam sat v* van hanh xa mac cua cac h6 chira theo quy 
trinh, viec khai thac, sir dyng tai nguyen ntrac then quy dinh ctia giay phep; thtrc 

kiem tra, thank tra, giai quyet khieu nai to cao, xir ly cac vi pham phap 
luat ve tai nguyen ntrac theo quy dinh va theo phan ding ctia BO throng. 

20. Huang dAn chuyen mon, nghiep vu v'e tai nguyen nuac; tuyen truyn, 
giai dap phap luat ve tai nguyen nuac; tham gia boi throng chuyen mon, nghi0 
vu ve tai nguyen mrac theo quy dinh va theo phan cong dm B6 truang. 

21. Thirc hien nhi;em vu tham muu, giap viec cho ca quan thuiyng true H6i 
clung quoc gia ve tai nguyen ntrac va cac Uy ban km vtrc song theo quy dinh. 

22. T6 chirc thuc hien cai cach hanh chinh, thtrc hanh tit k*ri, phong, 
ch6ng lang phi va thtrc h*i nhiem vu ph6ng, chong tham nhung thu6c pham vi 
quan ly cua Cpc theo chuang trinh, ke hoach cua B6 va phan cong cua 
B6 truang. 

23. Quan lY tai chinh, ke toan, tai san thu6c Cyc; thtrc h*-1 trach nhilem 
ciia don vi du toan cap II doi voi cac dan vi trvc thu6c Cpc theo quy dinh cua phap luat. 

24. Quan ly to chirc, bien eh& vi tri viec lam; cong chirc, vien chat, ngtrai 
lao d'6ng thu6c Cyc theo quy dinh cua phap luat va theo phan cong dm B6 truang. 

25. Th6ng ke, bao cao dinh kY, d6t xuAt tinh hinh thtrc hien nhiem vu 
dugc giao. 

26. Thvc hien cac nhirn vu khac do BO truang phan cong. 
Dieu 3. Lanh 4-4o  Cvc Quin 1ST tai nguyen mak 
1. Cyc Quan IY tai nguyen ntrac có Cyc truang va khong qua 03 Pho 

Cpc truang. 

2. Cyc truang chiu trach nhint tnrac B6 truang va truck phap luat ve mgi 
hoat d6ng cua Clic; ban hanh quy che lam vic va dieu hanh hoat d6ng cua Cyc; 
ky cac van ban ve chuyen mon, ngh4 vtis theo chirc nang, 	dugc giao 
va cac van ban khac theo phan cap, lay quyen dm B6 truang. 

3. Pho Cpc truang giup viec Cpc truang, chiu trach nhint tilt& Coe 
truang va trtrac phap luat ve firth vtxc cong tac dugc phan cong. 

Dieu 4. Ca cau to chirc 
1. Van phong. 
2. Ph6ng Ke hoach - Tai chinh. 
3. Phong Luu vtrc song Wong - Thai Binh. 
4. Phong Luu vtrc song 13'Ac Trung B. 
5. Phong Luu vtrc song Nam Trung BO. 
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6. Phong Luu vpc song Wing Nam B. 
7. Phong Luu virc song Me Cong. 
8. Trung tam Giarn sat tai nguyen ntrot va I-16 trg. phat trie'n km 

vpc song. 

9. Trung tam Tham dinh vaKie'm dinh tai nguyen 
10. Trung tam Th6ng tin - Kinh to tai nguyen flack. 

Van phong va cac to chic quy dinh tir khoan 8 d6n khoan 10 Di'u nay la 
don vi dtr toan cap III c6 con dau rieng, dugc mo tai khoan tai Kho bac Nha 
ntrac va ngan hang theo quy dinh ctia phap 1144. 

Cpc truOng Cpc Quan 1)",  tai nguyen ntrac trinh BO tnrong quy dinh chirc 
nang, nhiem vu quy'en han va co du to chirc ctia cac don vi sir nghiep trpc thuOc 
Cpc; ban hanh Quyet dinh quy dinh chirc nang, nhiem vu quy& hart va co cau to 
chin cua Van phong va cac ph6ng trirc thuOc Cpc. 

Dieu 5. Hqu lire va trach nhi?rn thi hanh 
1. Quy& dinh nay c8 hieu ltrc thi hanh ke tir ngay 01 thang 11 ram 2022. 
2. Quy& dinh nay thay the Quy& dinh s6 1536/QD-BTNMT ngay 26 

thang 6 nam 2017 ctia B6 truarng BO Tai nguyen va M8i truang quy dinh chirc 
nang, nhiem vu, quy6'n han va co cAu to chirc cua Cpc Quan ly tai nguyen 

3. Chanh Van phong BO, Vp trubmg Vp To chirc can 130, Cuc trtrong Cuc 
Quan 1y tai nguyen /wore va Thu twang cac co quan, don vi trvc thuOc BO chili 
trach nhiem thi hanh Quy& dinh nay./. 

Nol 
- Nhu khoan 3 Di6.1 5; 
- BO truffmg, cac Thu.  truing; 
- Van phong Chinh phii; 
- Cdc BO: NOi vii, Ttr phdp, 
Tai chinh; 

- Ban can stir dang BO; 
- Ding uy BO; 
- Dang uy KhOi co set BO TN&MT 
tai Thanh phO HO Chi Minh; 

- COng doan BO, 
Doan TNCS HO Chi Minh BQ, 
HOi Cuu chitin binh ca quan BO; 

- Luu VT, TNN, TCCB, HD.  
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